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bstract

A novel fluidic oscillator incorporating step-shaped attachment walls and acute-angle splitters has been designed and verified experimentally to
tabilize the oscillation of circulation flow, to modify the flow patterns and to improve the performance. Focusing on various oscillators of plane-wall
nd step-wall designs, we systematically analyzed the pressure spectra, pressure loss, and flow structure, via particle-imaging velocimetry, flow

isualization, and pressure sensors. The results reveal that the novel design promotes conditions to initiate the oscillator and makes the recirculation
ortices oscillate more effectively and stably. The operating range of this step-wall oscillator is broadened and the ratio of signal to noise of the
tep oscillator is 17 times as great as that with plane walls at a greater flow rate, 65 L/min. Comparison of the wave form of the spectral analysis
nd the ratio of signal to noise over the entire experimental range further corroborates the superior features of the novel design.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

A fluidic oscillator is widely applied to measure flow rates
1–3] because of a characteristic that its oscillating frequency is
inearly proportional to the inlet flow rate for Reynolds numbers
ver a broad range. The basis of operation is that a jet entering
divergent cross-section or a sudden-expansion channel gener-
lly diverts toward either side, due to the Coanda effect, then
evelops to become a periodically oscillating flow at a fixed
requency [4–6]. Beyond this application in a flow meter, the
scillating features are widely used for actuators [7,8], mixers
9], and memory and control devices [10].

Previous researchers reported specific correlations among the
scillation characteristics and geometric parameters. Based on
he channel structure and the operating principle, previous inves-
igations of fluidic oscillators are classified into three types:
eedback oscillator [1–3,7–9], Karman vortex oscillator [11,12],
nd concave-type oscillator (Vee-gutter or U concavity) [13–18].
ippetts et al. [19,20] deduced four major parameters for feed-

ack fluidic oscillator of relaxation type, namely its Strouhal
umber (Sr), Reynolds number (Re), Euler number (Eu), and a
imensionless control loop inductance (L′), which serve also for

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +886 3 5712916; fax: +886 3 5724242.
E-mail address: jtyang@pme.nthu.edu.tw (J.-T. Yang).
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imensionless analysis in discussion, defined as follows:

r = fh

u
(1)

e = uh

ν
(2)

u = 2�p

ρu2 (3)

′ = 4I ′n
πd′2 (4)

n which h is the characteristic length of the oscillator, f the
requency of pressure fluctuation, u the inlet velocity of flow,
the viscosity, �p the pressure loss, and ρ is the fluid density.
urthermore, I′ = I/dn and d′ = d/dn, with I and d being the length
nd diameter of the control loop, respectively; dn and n are the
idth and aspect ratio of the inlet port, respectively. Tippetts et

l. further reported that for a Reynolds number smaller than a
ritical value no fluctuation occurred.

For a Reynolds number in a certain range, the Strouhal num-
er remained constant; the oscillation frequency thus became

inearly proportional to the flow rate and independent of fluid
roperties. The dimensionless control loop inductance was
ound to correlate linearly with the Strouhal number. Wang et
l. [4–6] combined a vortex amplifier with the oscillator and

mailto:jtyang@pme.nthu.edu.tw
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the step-wall oscillator.

ignificantly improved both pressure loss and oscillation spec-
ra of an oscillatory flow meter. This design was used for remote

onitoring of crude-oil pipes.
For a miniature design, Gebhard et al. used a LIGA micro-

abrication technique to produce a micro-oscillator of length
20 �m, width 500 �m and depth 250 �m, and successfully
ombined this micro-oscillator with a micro-actuator to become
dynamic microsystem [7,8]. Teseř et al. [21] suggested replac-

ng the Reynolds number with a pressure drop and derived a
eser number to characterize the micro-oscillator.

Most previous work on a fluidic oscillator emphasized more
he design than an analysis of the hydrodynamic structure. In
ur work, we therefore undertook a quantitative analysis of the
ynamic behavior of these oscillators. Based on flow phenom-
na, we present a novel fluidic oscillator, called a step-wall
scillator (Fig. 1) [22], and several new design concepts to
mprove the features of the oscillator, and seek to illuminate
he design concept of fluidic oscillators.

. Experimental design
The first objectives of the work are to explore the hydro-
ynamics in the oscillator and to investigate the function of
he major fluidic elements. Then the similar and distinct fea-

d

t
1

Fig. 3. Schematic of the e
Fig. 2. Configurations of the plane-wall oscillator and splitter.

ures of the step-wall oscillator and a contrasting oscillator
amed a plane-wall oscillator (Fig. 2) are analyzed system-
tically through frequency detection and laser diagnosis. The
lane-wall oscillator has been tested in our laboratory to have
superior performance among existing feedback-type fluidic

scillators.
Figs. 1 and 2 show that the fixed geometric structure has

channel of depth 40 mm in the entire field of the device,
nozzle 20 mm long and 2 mm wide, and feedback channels
mm wide. The detailed dimensions of the flow splitter are also
arked in Fig. 2. The main control parameters are the config-

ration of the attachment walls, the span angle between two
alls, the shape of the splitters and the flow rate. A schematic of

he experimental system is depicted in Fig. 3. The investigated
henomena of oscillation dynamics comprise flow visualization
f the dynamical flow structure, the correlation of spectra of
ressure oscillation versus flow rate, the pressure loss, and the
patial and temporal distributions of velocity via phase-averaged
article-imaging velocimetry (PIV). Distilled water was chosen
s the working substance and the diluted white watercolor, as a

ye for flow visualization.

A He–Ne laser (radiant power 60 mW) serves for illumina-
ion, with a semi-cylindrical lens to produce a sheet of light
.5 mm thick. A high-speed video camera (Kodak KTAPROTM)

xperimental system.
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ecords the images of half the channel depth to obtain a two-
imensional flow structure. A U-type manometer measures the
ressure loss of these devices. A PIV system to measure the
ydrodynamic structure combines a Nd-YAG double-pulse laser
15 Hz), a synchronizer, a high-resolution CCD camera and a
pherical lens with a cylindrical lens, which serves to generate
thin sheet of light of thickness 106 �m. The high-speed video

amera (TSI PIVCAMTM 10-30) operates at 30 frames/s with
esolution 1000 × 1024 pixels; each grid is 2.5 × l0−3 mm2. The
wo PIV photos are separated by a 100-�s interval and calcu-
ated with a cross-correlation function. The seeding particles

a
3
i
l

Fig. 4. Photographs and schematics of flow v
ators A 135 (2007) 476–483

or PIV measurement are glass beads with diameter 37–44 �m.
he response time of seeding particles, 1 �s, is smaller than
olmogorov’s time scale, 10 �s; hence these seeding particles
an follow the working substance and reveal the hydrodynamic
haracteristics. A piezoelectric pressure transducer (Kistler, type
261) senses the pressure fluctuation in the oscillating cham-
nalyzed via fast Fourier transform with a data analyzer (HP
5670A). The pool statistic of the pressure spectra measured
n the feedback channels was 1.37% at a 95% confidence
evel.

isualization of the step-wall oscillator.
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. Results and discussion

We begin with the overall flow pattern, then contrast the per-
ormance of two geometries, and finally present our investigation
f mainstream and circulation flow via PIV.

.1. Flow visualization

The images of flow visualization via particle-imaging
elocimetry in Fig. 4 reveal that the designed feedback channels
nd divergent chamber keep the mainstream oscillating period-
cally. The flow pattern shown in Fig. 5(a) is classifiable into
hree distinct regions—the inlet jet region, the vortex evolution
egion in the main stream, and the feedback channels, as shown
n Fig. 5(b). The inlet jet entrains nearby fluid away and causes
n uneven pressure gradient between the two sides of the main-
tream. The uneven pressure gradient makes the mainstream
scillate transversely, so that part of the fluid in the mainstream
s diverted into the feedback channel before the splitters in the
ownstream region. Most of the mainstream exits through the
utlet port, and the evolution of vortices between splitters and

ttachment walls in the oscillation chamber determine the char-
cteristics of oscillation. If the circulating vortices grow too large
o retard the upstream flow, stable oscillation might be inhibited.

ig. 5. PIV laser displays of fluidic oscillator: (a) flow pattern of the plane-wall
scillator and (b) local flow structures of the circulation flow and the inlet zone.
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The feedback flow has a highly significant effect on the oscil-
ator. The splitters induce feedback flow through the feedback
hannel that periodically impinges upstream of the mainstream.
he difference between the feedback flows of the two sides exerts
transverse force and flow momentum on the mainstream. A

reater rate of flow through the feedback channel strengthens
he oscillation and also increases the rate of feedback flow dur-
ng the next oscillation. The interactions among all three regions

odulate the oscillatory characteristics.
The performance of oscillators in a series with varied parame-

ers has been tested; the outcomes are classified as stable oscilla-
ion, unstable oscillation and no oscillation. A steady oscillation
s defined as a periodic oscillation of the mainstream over a
ufficiently long period. An unsteady oscillation includes two
ituations: one is that the mainstream tilts to one sidewall and
scillates for a while, the other is a non-periodic continuous
scillation. Fig. 6 shows the effects of span angles between the
eattachment walls on the operating ranges. In these experi-
ents, the span angle has been systematically varied from 5◦

o 45◦ with an interval of 5◦. At span angle 40◦, the circulating
ow on upstream flow is more strongly inhibited than the effect
f feedback flow, so that the oscillation behavior is continually
nstable or even entirely quenched over the tested flow rates. An
scillating chamber with span angle 10◦ is too narrow to pro-
ide space for stable oscillation. A span angle in a range 20–30◦
rovides the best operational design in this paper.

The angle of the flow splitter has been systematically varied
rom 70◦ to 120◦ with an interval of 10◦ to reveal the function
f the splitter on the feedback effect. In general, the splitters not
nly control the rates of flow diverted into the feedback channels
ut also manipulate the development of the circulation flow. To
mplify the rate of feedback flow, we varied the angle of the
ow splitter from 70◦ to 120◦; the results show that the pressure
rag exerted on the upstream flow by the splitters also increases,
hich circumvents the positive effect on oscillation. The results

n Fig. 7 reveal that splitters with an acute angle in a range 80–90◦
enerate the best performance. The best interaction between the

pan angle and the splitter angle is important for the design of a
uidic oscillator and warrants further scrutiny.

Based on images of flow visualization and the results from
igs. 6 and 7, we conclude that an optimal design of the

ig. 6. Operating ranges of step-wall oscillators with various span angles: ( )
table oscillation; ( ) unstable oscillation; (�) no oscillation.
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Table 1
Comparison of the stable operation ranges between oscillators with plane-wall and the step-wall

Flow rate (L/min)

1 5 10 15 20

Plane-wall × × × × × × � � © ©
Step-wall × × × × � © © © © ©
Experimental condition: 0–20 L/min. (©) Stable oscillation; (�) unstable oscillation
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ig. 7. Operating ranges of step-wall oscillators with various splitter angles: ( )
table oscillation; ( ) unstable oscillation; (�) no oscillation.

lane-wall oscillator possesses an acute splitter angle 80◦ and a
pan angle 20◦, but the experimental results show that unstable
scillation occurs when the inlet flow rate exceeds 15 L/min,

ecause the inhibition of circulation flow is greater than the
eedback effect at large rates of flow. To improve the dynamic
tructure of the circulating flow, we propose a step configura-
ion, as shown in Fig. 1, for the attachment walls; this step-wall

w
m
f
t

Fig. 8. Results of spectral an
© © © © � � � � � �
© © © © © © © © © ©

; (×) no oscillation.

scillator invariably demonstrates a stable oscillation behav-
or in flow visualization analysis. The step structure permits
n advance of stable oscillation to about 15 L/min. The con-
rast of operating ranges between oscillators of plane-wall and
tep-wall types, as shown in Table 1, proves the superiority
f the proposed design. In further inquiry into the basis of
he improvement, we conducted a systematic investigation as
ollows.

.2. Spectral analysis of pressure fluctuation

The best point to undertake the spectral analysis is located in
he feedback channel, as shown in Fig. 8. Because the flow pat-
ern is simple and the interference signal generated from the
omplicated flow is entirely damped out there. Cascade dis-
ributions of pressure spectra for oscillators of plane-wall and
tep-wall types are shown in Fig. 9. The signal of the plane-wall
scillator exhibits a complicated spectral distribution and poorly
istinguishes the major frequency at a great rate of flow. The

aveform corresponding to the step-wall design has a distinct
ajor frequency of oscillation with a small noise background

or the flow rate over the entire range. For further identifica-
ion of the pressure signals, the ratio of signal to noise (SNR) is

alysis at multi-points.
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ig. 9. Spectra cascade: (a) the plane-wall oscillator and (b) the step-wall oscil-
ator.

ntroduced as follows:

NR = Vrms (main frequency)

Vrms (other frequecies)
(5)

Comparison of the SNR between the oscillators of proto-
ype and step-wall type, as shown in Fig. 10, indicates that the
tep-wall oscillator induced a much greater SNR over the entire
xperimental range. The SNR of the step-wall design is even
7 times as great as the plane-wall oscillator (65 L/min), which
eveals that the introduction of the step configuration improves
he flow pattern in the oscillating chamber, and that enhance-

ent effect increases with increasing flow rate. The results of
nalysis of pressure spectra are consistent with the analysis of
ow visualization.

Plots of frequency versus flow rate for oscillators of plane-

all and step-wall designs are shown in Fig. 11(a), indicating

hat the frequency of either oscillator is linearly proportional to
he flow rate. The oscillation frequency of the step-wall oscil-
ator is higher than that of the plane-wall design over the entire

ig. 10. Ratio of signal to noise of pressure fluctuation vs. flow rate for oscillators
f plane-wall and step-wall.
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ig. 11. Linear function for oscillators of plane-wall and step-wall operating
ange: (a) frequency vs. flow rate and (b) Strouhal number of pressure fluctuation
s. Reynolds number for oscillators.

perating range. An increased frequency of the step-wall oscil-
ator indicates a smaller residence period of circulating flow and

ore rapid response period than those of the plane-wall design.
esides, the operating flow rate range of step-wall oscillator is
roader; the smallest stable operating range is extended from
to 5 L/min. Fig. 11(b) shows that the Strouhal numbers of

ressure fluctuations for oscillators of plane-wall and step-wall
esigns remain constant about 3 × 10−3 over Reynolds number
500–45,000.

The total pressure losses between the outlet and inlet at var-
ous rates of flow for oscillators of both types are compared in
ig. 12(a). In general, the total loss of pressure is proportional

o the flow rate. The pressure loss of the step-wall design is
lightly larger than that of the plane-wall type at small flow rates
ecause the flow separates at the edge of the step. Although
he sudden expansion behind the step enlarges the oscillation
hamber and improves the performance, the maximum pressure
oss of the step-wall design is increased up to 20% at a flow
ate 65 L/min. Fig. 12(b) shows that the magnitudes of Euler
umber for both oscillators are similar over Reynolds numbers
000–45,000. The pressure loss gradually surpasses the flow
nertia as the Reynolds number is decreased below 8000; the
uler number thus increases rapidly and the flow oscillation
iminishes.
.3. Laser diagnosis via PIV

The temporal flow structures and velocity distributions via
IV measurement for both oscillators at a flow rate 15 L/min
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ig. 12. The pressure drop analysis for oscillators of plane-wall and step-wall:
a) total pressure drop vs. flow rate and (b) Euler number vs. Reynolds number
or oscillators.
re shown in Fig. 13. The circulation flow is larger and the
irculation intensity is stronger for the plane-wall oscillator,
o surpassing the excitation force in the inlet port and imped-
ng oscillation, especially when the flow rate is small. For a

a
a
t
i

Fig. 13. Comparison of flow structure of the circulation flow quantitatively
ators A 135 (2007) 476–483

arge flow rate, the opposite effect occurred: the oscillation
s no longer periodic. These temporal and spatial variations
f hydrodynamic structure satisfactorily interpret the spectra
ascades and SNR in Figs. 9 and 10. The flow structure of
he step-wall oscillator is distinct from that of the plane-wall
scillator. The circulation flow originating from the separation
oint of the step is located between the flow splitters and steps.
he circulation flow of the step-wall oscillator is invariably

estrained behind the step and retains a similar size. More-
ver, the step shielded the circulation flow from suppressing
he upstream flow; as a result, the oscillation behavior is stable
nd all operating features, except the pressure loss, are notably
mproved.

The vertical velocity gradient across the circulation flow of
he plane-wall design is stronger and the circulation intensity is
reater than for the step-wall design. The differences of veloci-
ies and mass flow rates between the two feedback channels are

ore profound for the plane-wall oscillator than for the step-
all design. The vertical velocity gradient is also smaller for the

tep-wall oscillator than for the plane-wall oscillator, and the cir-
ulation zone was shielded by the step from the upstream, which
acilitates initiation of oscillation. All these velocity features are
onsistent with the trends shown in Fig. 13.

. Conclusions

In this work we investigated experimentally the flow pat-
erns and performances of two fluidic oscillators, of plane-wall

nd step-wall designs, via particle-imaging velocimetry (PIV)
nd analysis of pressure spectra. The experimental results reveal
hat the dynamic behavior of an oscillator is modulated by
nteractions among flow fluctuations in the inlet region, the

via PIV: (a) the plane-wall oscillator and (b) the step-wall oscillator.
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evelopment of the recirculation flow, and the flow structure
ear step-walls and splitters. Enhancing the feedback effect and
essening the inhibition of vortex evolution and residence time
mprove the oscillation characteristics.

The optimal span angle between the attachment walls corre-
ponding to the broadest stable operating range was 20–30◦ in
eynolds number 3500–45,000. The configuration of the split-

ers controlled the development of the oscillating bubble and
odulated the flow rate into each feedback channel and the pres-

ure drop between the exit and inlet. Splitters with an acute angle
n a range 80–90◦ with respect to the mainstream generate the
est oscillatory feature.

The modification of a step design on each attachment wall
romoted conditions to initiate oscillation and made the recircu-
ation vortices oscillate more stably between the walls. Because
he mainstream flows smoothly, the recirculation intensity is also
ontrolled better to guide part of the mainstream flow along the
uter region and from the oscillator and part of the fluid into
ne or other feedback channel. In addition, differences of both
ressure and velocity in the horizontal direction between the two
eedback channels in the inlet zone are increased, thus induc-
ng stronger and more stable periodic flow oscillation with less
nhibition and a shorter stationary time of recirculation bubbles,
ompared with a plane-wall oscillator. The operating range of
he step-wall oscillator is wider, especially down to a small flow
ate 5 L/min. Besides, the ratio of signal to noise of the step oscil-
ator was 17 times as great as that with flat walls at a greater flow
ate 65 L/min. Comparison of the wave form of the spectral anal-
sis and the ratio of signal to noise over the entire experimental
ange further verified the superior properties of the step-wall
esign.
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